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It’s been nearly five years since we released our first book - a 
journal and catalog of our studio’s collection since our founding 
in 2009.
 
The world has changed considerably since 2018, and we are so 
grateful to all of our clients who have supported us over this 
period. Our team has worked tirelessly to design and produce 
new pieces that further explore American small-scale design 
and manufacturing. Our goal is always to produce timeless, yet 
contemporary work that will see multi-generational use from 
our studio in Hudson, New York.
 
With Book No. 2, we are excited to introduce  a new journal that 
catalogs our most recent work that has been so well-received by 
our friends and clients in the design community.
 
Sincerely,

Jason Roskey







The Tulia Dining Table is an exploration of sculptural forms using 
laminated domestic hardwoods. 
 
Jason grew up in Texas, and the name “Tulia” comes from a 
small Panhandle town you pass through on the way to Palo Duro 
Canyon. The canyon has geological features that influenced the 
table’s monumental-scaled base elements. These base elements 
can be arranged and sized to anchor a variety of table top sizes 
and shapes.

 

dining table

TULIA
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TULIA
round dining table

The Tulia Round Dining Table shares the same sculptural style 
base as the long version. It’s equally at home in a foyer as it is in 
a dining room. Custom sizing available from 54” to 96” diameter.
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ALPEN
long dining table

The Alpen Long Dining Table is a contemporary take on the 
classic trestle table. The table’s base is comprised of laminated 
hardwoods that anchor the table’s composition. The table top is 
available in a variety of shapes to accommodate  different dining 
settings.
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ALPEN
round dining table

The Alpen Round Dining Table is the round version within the 
Alpen line. It features a sculptural base with a table diameter of 
36-96”. 
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“A”
dining table

The “A” Dining Table is a trestle-style table that features a 
hardwood base with solid aluminum “A”-shaped legs. Available in 
a range of hardwoods, and waxed or black lacquered aluminum.
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RIDGE
cabinet

The Ridge Cabinet is part of a collaborative exploration of 
materials between our workshop that works primarily with wood 
and a local Hudson Valley metal shop’s blackened steel hardware. 
Available in custom sizes from 48” to 120” in length, and in a 
variety of drawer/door configurations.
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RIDGE
hutch

The Ridge Hutch features features a step back top hutch cabinet, 
and sideboard-height lower cabinet. Custom sizing and drawer/
door configurations available for a variety of intended uses. 
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RIDGE
dresser

The Ridge Dresser features the same blackened steel hardware as 
the cabinet. Sizing and drawer configuration can be customized. 
Interior drawer boxes are in waxed cherry.
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DORSET
cabinet

The Dorset Cabinet features solid wood Shaker-style panel doors, 
brass turned pulls and a case available in any of our wood choices 
or in lacquered ash.
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DORSET
cupboard

The Dorset Cupboard features solid wood breadboard or 
Shaker-style panel doors, turned brass pulls and a case 
available in any of our wood choices or in lacquered ash. 
 
The piece can be customized with two doors, or a combination of 
doors & drawers. Available as a cupboard, armoire or hutch.
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ANGUS
sofa

Inspired by European club furniture of the early to middle-1900s, 
the Angus Sofa features a solid hardwood frame and hand-tied 
spring construction with recessed white oak feet.
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ANGUS
chair

Inspired by European club furniture of the early to middle-1900s, 
the Angus Sofa features a solid hardwood frame and hand-tied 
spring construction with recessed white oak feet.
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SILO
chair

The Silo Chair is our interpretation of the humble, yet classic, 
wood dining chair found throughout the world. Our version 
features turned rungs, with each front and back rung exhibiting a 
unique turning pattern.
  
The seat is available with a saddle leather sling, woven Shaker 
tape, or woven Hickory Bark seat.
  
The weaving of Hickory Bark is an Appalachian technique that 
creates a very durable seat from the bark from hickory trees. The 
processing of the bark is a time-consuming process that is a dying 
art. We therefore are only able to offer a limited number of chairs 
with this material each year.
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TAVERNE
chair

The Taverne Chair is based on vernacular Alpine chairs found 
throughout Bavaria and France. The chair’s seat features over-
sized swells to allow pinned mortise-and-tenon joinery for the 
legs and the back of the chair. The back’s stick pattern features 
subtle curvature.
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ALPINE
chair

The Alpine Chair is inspired by the primitive country chairs 
found in the mountain towns of Europe. It features turned legs 
and a carved back that attaches to the seat with a wedge tenon 
under the seat. 
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CHISEL
low table

The Chisel Low Table is a monumental proportioned table 
featuring solid hardwood construction and hand faceted leg 
details.
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MOLINA
side table

The Molina Side Table features a drawer box set upon joined legs. 
It has a cherry drawer box and a carved drawer front and pull.  
Custom sizing and drawer configurations are available.
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RIDGE
bed

The Ridge Bed is a platform bed featuring a solid headboard 
with an upholstered pad that utilizes saddle leather and darkened 
bronze hardware.
  
The bed has two floating cabinets with cast bronze pulls, and 
cord management through the rear of side tables.
  
Custom sizing of headboard, bedside cabinet configuration and 
bed platform height is available.
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WARREN
desk

The Warren Desk is available with one or two cabinet bays wiht 
custom configurations of file drawers, pencil drawers. It features 
classic joinery with hand shaped leg details.
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STOUT PLANK
bench

The ”Stout” Upholstered Plank Bench is a beefier version of 
our Upholstered Plank Bench. It features pinned joinery and a 
recessed upholstered cushion.
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COLLECTION
years 2009-2018

The furniture on the following pages represents a portion of our 
collection that are still in production today. 

These pieces are some of our most popular, and we look forward 
to producing them for many years to come.
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PANEL BED
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LEATHER BUSHEL BASKET



SAWYER BENCH
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HUNTING CHAIR



SILO SETTEE
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SILO ARMCHAIR



SILO STOOL
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OLMSTED CONSOLE



MAPLE SLAB TABLE
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BEATRICE LOW TABLE



MAE LOW TABLE
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OLMSTED DINING TABLE



OSLAND DINING TABLE
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SHEFFIELD SOFA



UPHOLSTERED PLANK BENCH
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BENA SIDE CABINET



SPRING SIDEBOARD
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CONTACT

f e r n 

Studio & Workroom:

99 S 3rd Street, Door 7
Hudson, New York 12534

fernnyc.com
@fernhandcrafted

for pricing & order inquiries: 

inquiry@fernnyc.com
tel: 518.697.4330 
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